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Abstract: Digital elevation models (DEMs) are widely used across a range of fields. Several open-
source global DEMs have been released, including the advanced land observing satellite world 3D
30 m DEM (AW3D30DEM), advanced spaceborne thermal emission and reflection radiometer global
DEM (ASTER GDEM), shuttle radar topography mission DEM (SRTMDEM), and TerraSAR-X for
digital elevation measurement (TanDEM-X). ASTER and SRTM are the most widely used DEMs,
while the newer models AW3D30DEM and TanDEM-X are becoming increasingly popular. Many
studies have evaluated the qualities of these DEMs; however, few multi-regional studies have been
conducted in China. To comprehensively and systematically evaluate the qualities of these DEMs
in China, the vertical accuracies of AW3D, ASTER, STRM (all 30 m), and TanDEM-X (90 m) were
tested across 16 regions in China. Using high-precision global positioning system control points for
reference, error values were determined by subtracting these reference values from corresponding
global DEM elevation values. As the study only covered flat areas (slope < 5◦), slope was treated as a
controlled variable. After assessing the impacts of the slope aspect and land cover type, variations
in vertical accuracy were examined with respect to longitude and latitude. Overall, TanDEM-X
exhibited the highest stability and accuracy, AW3D30 and SRTM also performed well, while ASTER
exhibited the worst accuracy. The DEMs showed relationships with the slope aspect and land cover
type, assuming that slope had no influence on vertical accuracy. In general, vertical accuracy in high
latitudes was slightly better than that in low latitudes, and no evident variations were observed
with respect to longitude. This study is the first to conduct DEM analysis across many regions in
China from open sources. Since most of the users rely on public domain DEM datasets, this work
contributes to their analysis in academic and engineering fields.

Keywords: DEM; vertical accuracy; AW3D30; TanDEM-X; SRTM; ASTER

1. Introduction

Digital elevation models (DEMs) and their derived topographic variables (such as
slope and aspect) provide important data for research in the fields of geomorphology, clima-
tology, hydrology, and biodiversity [1–7]. Over the past decade, several DEM products have
been developed using remote sensing data [8–10]. Different remote sensing technologies
have been used when producing DEMs, such as interferometric synthetic aperture radar
(InSAR) and optical stereoscopic photogrammetry [11,12]. Thus, DEM errors will adversely
affect the accuracies of results in subsequent investigations and data processing [13–15].
Therefore, it is very important to evaluate the qualities of DEM products and formulate
appropriate correction methods [16,17]. Among currently available global or quasi-global
digital elevation models, the space radar terrain mission DEM (SRTM DEM) and advanced
spaceborne thermal emission and reflection radiometer global DEM (ASTER GDEM) are
currently the most widely used. The SRTM DEM was obtained using InSAR. After the
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release of v1 in 2003, SRTMDEM has released v2 and v3 in 2006 and 2013, respectively.
ASTER GDEM was acquired by optical stereo photogrammetry, with v1, v2, and v3 being
released in 2009, 2011, and 2019, respectively. Advanced land observing satellite world 3D
30 m DEM (AW3D30DEM) and TerraSAR-X for digital elevation measurement (TanDEM-X)
are newer global digital elevation products that are based on more advanced remote sens-
ing data and better processing methods, and they are becoming increasingly favored by
researchers (Figure 1). DEMs are constantly being updated, and new products are typically
improved by the application and analysis of previous products to reduce errors and uncer-
tainties. For example, SRTM v3 aimed to completely eliminate gaps, which were mostly
filled using ASTER GDEM data [18].
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Figure 1. Schematic of the four digital elevation models (DEMs) and an optical satellite image of the
Pudong study area (31◦N, 121◦E) obtained by Google Earth: (a) optical satellite image, (b) SRTM,
(c) TanDEM-X, (d) AW3D30, and (e) ASTER.

There are currently many open-source global or quasi-global DEM products. How-
ever, the global accuracies of these DEM products do not necessarily represent the qual-
ity of a given local area, which is related to the respective area’s terrain, longitude and
latitude, and land cover conditions, among other factors. Therefore, it is crucial to quan-
titatively evaluate the quality of a DEM and provide reference opinions for its use in
designated areas.

Many researchers have recently evaluated the vertical accuracies of open-source global
DEM products [8–10]. Moreover, many studies have been conducted focusing on certain
regions in China. Han et al., for example, selected four sites in China (Sichuan, Xinjiang A,
Xinjiang B, and Inner Mongolia), and they evaluated the quality of 12 and 30 m resolution
TanDEM-X, 30 m resolution ASTER GDEM, and 30 m resolution SRTM, using reference
data from the ice, cloud, and land elevation satellite geoscience laser altimeter system
(ICESat/GLAS; absolute vertical accuracy = 14 cm, diameter = 70 m). They also analyzed
the quality of the SRTM DEM in the c band using the local incident angle, in an attempt
to provide a new perspective for evaluating the quality of SRTM and other DEMs with
incident angle files [19]. Uuemaa et al., meanwhile, evaluated the vertical accuracies of six
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open-source global DEMs over the Ningxia Hui Autonomous Region of China, and they
concluded that the accuracy of a global DEM largely depends on the unique characteristics
of a region [20]. Li et al. analyzed the vertical error of SRTM in the northern Shaanxi Plateau
area of China [21], while Hui et al. selected five typical landform validation samples in
China to evaluate the accuracy of AW3D30DEM; compared with STRM and GDEM2, they
found that AWD30 had a higher accuracy [22]. Although many studies have focused on
one region or one type of DEM, or have analyzed each factor independently, to date the
vertical accuracies of the above-mentioned freely available global DEMs have not yet been
evaluated across multiple sites in China, under different terrain types, latitudes, longitudes,
and land cover conditions.

Considering this research gap, the present study aimed to provide new insights into
the large-scale evaluation of AW3D30, ASTER, STRM, and TanDEM-X in China. Hence,
the vertical accuracies of AW3D30, ASTER, STRM, and TanDEM-X were evaluated across
a large number of provinces in China. Field measurement data from global positioning
system (GPS) receivers in various parts of China were used as reference data. These field
measurements were mostly obtained in areas with gentle terrain, where the slope was
generally <5◦. Therefore, the slope variable was controlled, with the vertical accuracies of
30 m AW3D, 30 m ASTER DEM, 30 m STRM DEM, and 90 m TanDEM-X being analyzed in
relation to slope aspect and land cover type. Considering a new perspective, the regularity
of the vertical accuracy of AW3D30, SRTM, and TanDEM-X was also analyzed in relation to
variations along longitude and latitude. To ensure rigorous processing of the experimental
results, we used the Kruskal–Wallis test to analyze the variation of vertical accuracy of the
same data source with latitude and longitude. We also selected more reference points in the
16 study areas we selected at an interval of 0.1◦ and controlled the variables more strictly.
Taking the elevation value of the most accurate TanDEM-X 90 m as the reference value,
we analyzed the impact of different latitudes along the same longitude on AW3D30 and
SRTM, as well as the impact of different longitudes along the same latitude on these two
DEMs, further expanding the analysis of latitude and longitude. Thus, this study evaluated
whether the vertical accuracies of these DEMs showed limitations and particularities in
different regions of China, providing a useful guide for other researchers when using these
DEMs in China.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area

China is a vast country that features diverse landforms. The overall terrain is low in
the east and high in the west, with a step-like distribution, and it is inclined toward the
ocean. The highest altitude in China exceeds 4500 m, while the lowest altitude is below
0 m. Sixteen study areas (Figure 2) at different latitudes and longitudes were selected for
this study. These study areas have different topographic conditions (Figure 3), span large
ranges of latitude and longitude, and feature very different land cover types, and these are
the main factors that can affect the vertical accuracy of a DEM. Within these study areas,
the geomorphic types were classified into hills, plains, mountains, basins, or plateaus.

2.2. DEMs in the Study
2.2.1. AW3D30

AW3D30 was produced by the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) in May
2015. It provides open-source, high-precision global digital surface model data with a
horizontal resolution of 30 m (1 arc second) and an elevation accuracy of 5 m. AW3D30
is based on optical stereoscopic photogrammetry. In May 2016, JAXA officially released
the first 30 m resolution global product, AW3D30V1.0, which was primarily obtained by
resampling the 5 m resolution commercial global digital surface model (DSM) data AW3D
product that was jointly released by Nippon Telegraph and Telephone DATA and The
Remote Sensing Technology Center of Japan. AW3D was the first global DSM product
with 5 m resolution; in some regions, it can even provide DSM data products with higher
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resolutions, such as 0.5, 1, 2, or 2.5 m. In March 2017, JAXA released a supplementary
version, AW3D30V1.1. In April 2018, JAXA released an improved version, AW3D30V2.1,
based on the second version of the commercial AW3D product. This product features the
corrections of the absolute offset error from the ICESat reference, while the relative stripe
error in the satellite orbit is corrected using an updated calibration method. Existing DEM
data were used to fill in the cloud and snow pixels, water pixels, and low-correlation pixels
in the range of 60◦S to 60◦N in this product, while the coastline data of Japan were also
updated. AW3D30V1.1 only provides products obtained from mean resampling because its
mean resampling products do not differ significantly from those of AW3D30V1.1. In April
2019, JAXA released another supplementary version, AW3D30V2.2, in which existing DEM
data were used to supplement the data for areas north of 60◦N. The process of updating
cloud and snow pixels, water and low-quality pixels, and coastlines was also continued in
this product (Table 1).
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2.2.2. ASTER GDEM

ASTER GDEM is a data product in which global elevation was obtained based on
optical stereoscopic photogrammetry. It strictly includes elevation data for forest vegetation,
buildings, and other surface objects, and these data are DSM data products. ASTER
is an advanced multispectral imager that was launched on the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration’s (NASA) Terra spacecraft in 1999. Its sensors cover 14 bands
(from visible light to thermal infrared (IR)), with high spatial, spectral, and radiative
resolutions. Furthermore, its backward near-IR (NIR) band provides stereoscopic coverage
with a spatial resolution of 15 m to collect topographic data. On 28 June 2009, NASA
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and the Ministry of Economy, Trade, and Industry (METI) released the ASTERDEMv1
data product, using approximately 1.26 million optical stereo pairs. Subsequently, the
America–Japan joint verification team evaluated the accuracy of the GDEMv1, finding
its overall absolute elevation accuracy (LE95) and horizontal positioning accuracy (CE95)
to be approximately 20 and 30 m, respectively [23,24]. However, some problems were
identified, such as insufficient coverage in high-latitude areas, cloud pollution, water
masks, and some artifacts. Thus, this product can only support some scientific research
applications. In October 2011, NASA and METI produced and released ASTERGDEMv2,
which added 260,000 optical stereo image pairs to GDEMv1. Compared with GDEMv1, its
coverage area, spatial resolution, and water mask processing accuracy are all significantly
improved. The America–Japan joint verification team found that GDEMv2 had a LE95 of
approximately 17 m and a corresponding root mean squared error (RMSE) of approximately
8.7 m [23]. On 5 August 2019, NASA and METI jointly released ASTERGDEMv3, which
added 360,000 optical stereo image pairs to GDEMv2 to reduce elevation blank areas and
water numerical anomalies. The GDEMv3 data have a significantly improved effective
coverage and elevation accuracy.
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2.2.3. SRTM

SRTM is an international collaboration between NASA, the National Imagery and
Mapping Agency (NIMA), and the German Aerospace Center (DLR), and it was officially
launched on 11 February 2000. The space shuttle, Endeavour, launched by the United States,
carried the SRTM system for data acquisition, which took 11 h to complete. SRTM includes
the C and X bands. Owing to the narrow width and limited global coverage of the X band,
the final product is dominated by C-band data. In 2003, NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory
(JPL) released its first version of SRTM, SRTMv1, which comprises raw InSAR data. These
data are unedited and have some data quality problems, such as vertical error, water noise,
single pixel error, and data voids, and these problems are particularly prevalent over water
and in high-altitude areas. In 2006, SRTMv2, the final version, was released by NIMA after
significant amounts of editing. It solved some of the problems encountered in SRTMv1 and
generally showed good water boundaries and coastlines. However, this version featured
cavities in some areas. In November 2013, the Land Processes Distributed Active Archive
Center released SRTMv3, or the SRTMPlus product, through NASA’s Making Earth System
Data Records for Use in Research Environments program. This product addressed all
the limitations of previous versions by fusing together ASTERGDEMv2, United States
Geological Survey Global Multi-resolution Terrain Elevation Data 2010, and USGS National
Elevation Dataset data. NASA has now opened the SRTMv3 1” resolution global digital
elevation product download channel for free.
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2.2.4. TanDEM-X

Compared with optical stereo photogrammetry, the InSAR-based elevation inversion
method has unique advantages in cloudy, foggy, and rainy environments. Developed
in collaboration with the DLR and European Aeronautic Defense and Space (EADS) As-
trium, TanDEM-X began a new era regarding the generation of global digital elevation data
from SAR interferometry. The TanDEM-X satellite was launched in June 2010: it orbits in
formation with TerraSAR-X satellites to construct a dual-station SAR interference mode
that eliminates temporal incoherence effects and provides a high-precision global digital
elevation product, TanDEM-X. Similar to SRTM products, it provides elevation information
for surface features, including forest vegetation and surface buildings, and also creates
DSM data products. Compared with previous global elevation data products, TanDEM-X
is the first global digital elevation product with uniform accuracy and no gaps, and it was
acquired by the WGS84-G1150 ellipsoid as its horizontal reference frame. Subsequently,
global TanDEM-X DEM products with 1” and 3” resolution have been acquired by resam-
pling based on the above standard products, with the 3” resolution product being freely
available to users worldwide. The TanDEM-X DEM has an absolute positioning accuracy
(CE90) and an absolute elevation accuracy (LE90) of 10 m, and its relative elevation accuracy
(LE90) for slopes of <20% (relative elevation accuracy is limited to 0.4” resolution products;
1” and 3” resolution products are not calibrated) is 2 m, and 4 m for slopes > 20%. The
DLR used approximately 15 million ICESat points worldwide to perform an actual quality
assessment of TanDEM-X DEM, achieving a LE90 of approximately 3.5 m. Except for ice,
forest-covered areas, and desert, its LE90 reaches 0.88 m [25,26].

Table 1. Overview of global digital elevation models (DEMs) evaluated in this study.

Global DEM Release Time Horizontal
Resolution Method Source

AW3D30

v1.0: 2016

1”
Optical stereo

photogrammetry [27]
v1.1: 2017
v2.1: 2018
v2.2: 2019

ASTER GDEM
v1: 2009

1”
Optical stereo

photogrammetry [28]v2: 2011
v3: 2019

SRTM
v1: 2003 1”

InSAR [29]v2: 2006 3”
v3: 2013 30”

TanDEM-X 2016 3” InSAR [30]
AW3D30: advanced land observing satellite world 3D 30 m; ASTER GDEM: advanced spaceborne thermal
emission and reflection radiometer global DEM; SRTM: space radar terrain mission; TanDEM-X: TerraSAR-X for
digital elevation measurement; InSAR: interferometric synthetic aperture radar.

2.3. Reference Data

Most current accuracy assessments have used GPS control points [31,32], aerial pho-
tographic images, or Earth laser altimetry systems (such as LiDAR) as reference models
for comparison with published DEMs [19,33]. Here, GPS control points (Figure 4) were
used as reference data. According to the GPS Continuously Operating Reference Stations
established by network real-time kinematic technology in China, the plane and elevation
accuracies of these control points were both better than 0.1 m [34]. The number of GPS
control points used in this study is listed in Table 2.
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Table 2. Classification of longitude and latitude.

Group Latitude Area Number of
Points Group Longitude Area Number of

Points

1 19◦N Wenchang 18 1 100◦E Zhangye 16

2 21◦N Zhanjiang 21 2 103◦E Chengdu 19

3 25◦N Ganzhou 19 3 109◦E Weinan 17

4 29◦N Ningbo 19 4 110◦E
Zhanjiang 21
Wenchang 18

5 30◦N
Wuhan 17

5 113◦E Zhengzhou 20Chengdu 19

6 31◦N
Pudong 40

6 114◦E
Wuhan 17

Nanjing 16 Ganzhou 19

7 32◦N Hefei 19 7 116◦E Fangshan 18

8 34◦N
Zhengzhou 20

8 117◦E
Beichen 31

Weinan 17 Hefei 19

9 37◦N
Yantai1 17

9 118◦E Nanjing 16Yantai2 18

10 38◦N Zhangye 16 10 120◦E Yantai1 17

11 39◦N
Fangshan 18

11 121◦E
Yantai2 18

Beichen 30 Pudong 40

2.4. Data Processing
2.4.1. Unification of DEM Coordinate Systems

As these four types of DEMs have different reference data, it was necessary to prepro-
cess the data to make the study more accurate, that is, to unify the reference data. AW3D30,
ASTER, and STRM all use the EGM96 geoid, whereas TanDEM-X uses WGS84-G1150 as
its vertical reference plane. To make these models comparable, here, TanDEM-X’s WGS84
ellipsoid was used as the vertical reference plane. The EGM96 geoid correction model was
added to the AW3D30, ASTER, and STRM DEMs to complete this data conversion.

2.4.2. DEM Accuracy Assessment

The elevation values of GPS control points were obtained from each DEM and then
compared with those measured by GPS, as shown in Formula (1):

∆h = Hmodel − Href, (1)
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where Hmodel is the elevation value obtained through the DEM in question, Href is the
reference value from GPS, and ∆h is the difference between the elevation value of said DEM
and that of the reference model. Here, positive results indicate that the DEM elevation
value exceeds the GPS-measured value, while negative values indicate the opposite.

2.4.3. Precision Statistical Indicators

Mean error (ME), RMSE, and standard deviation (STD), which are widely used in data
statistics [23], were selected to describe the error characteristics. Based on the literature
and the experimental analysis presented here, the median error (MED), median absolute
deviation (MAD), LE90, and LE95 were also calculated for each DEM [18,19].

The ME, RMSE, STD, MED, MAD, LE90, and LE95 were calculated as follows:

ME =
∑N

i=1 ∆h
N

, (2)

RMSE =

√
∑N

i=1 ∆h2

N
, (3)

STD =

√
∑N

i=1 (∆h − ME)2

N
, (4)

MED = median({∆hi}), (5)

MAD = median({∆hi − MED}), (6)

Since the elevation error of our sample did not obey the elevation distribution,
LE90 and LE95 cannot use the formula when the sample obeys the normal distribution:
LE90 = 1.6449 × STD, LE95 = 1.9000 × STD; here, the LE90 is equated to the 90th percentile
of the sorted absolute differences calculated by the minimum rank method, i.e., the smallest
value in the list, and LE95 is the same [19,35].

We conducted Kruskal–Wallis ANOVA for 16 study areas and on the change of vertical
accuracy of the same data source with latitude and longitude, and the variable response
here is ∆h. This is a nonparametric test that does not require the samples to obey normal
distribution and homogeneity of variance. It determines whether the data difference among
several groups is significant: when the p-value is less than 0.05, the data difference of such
groups is statistically significant; otherwise, the difference is not significant [36,37].

2.5. Experimental Design

The experimental design included: (1) descriptive statistics of the vertical accuracy of
each kind of DEM, (2) descriptive statistics of slope aspect impact analysis, (3) descriptive
statistics on the impacts of different land cover types, and (4) descriptive statistics for the
analysis of the impacts of changes in latitude and longitude.

To analyze the impact of slope and aspect on DEM accuracy, slope and aspect data
were derived from TanDEM-X (90 m) for each measuring point. The slopes of the GPS field
measurement points in all regions used in this study were <5◦, and therefore, the control
variable method was used. That is, it was assumed that the slope variable was controlled;
therefore, the slope direction, with degrees of 0◦–360◦, was divided into eight major slope
directions (Table 3). When analyzing the impact of the slope aspect on vertical accuracy,
values were not divided into the 16 research areas. Instead, regions with the same slope
aspect in each research area were integrated into a single category for further analysis. Here,
we chose ME as the test index to analyze the impact of different slope aspects on DEM
accuracy and whether the elevation value would be overestimated or underestimated.
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Table 3. Classification of slope aspect in this study.

Azimuth
(◦) 337.5–22.5 22.5–67.5 67.5–112.5 112.5–157.5 157.5–202.5 202.5–247.5 247.5–292.5 292.5–337.5

Aspect N NE E SE S SW W NW

To analyze the impact of land cover type on DEM accuracy, the 2017 global 10 m
resolution land cover (use) type data published by Professor Peng Gong’s group at Tsinghua
University were used. This global land cover map represents a combination of the European
Space Agency’s (ESA) 10 m resolution sentinel-2 satellite open-source imagery data [38].
As the slope and land cover type may have mutual influences on error analysis, in previous
studies, areas with high slopes are excluded when analyzing land cover types to control
these variables [19,20,39]. However, the slopes of the measured GPS points here were
all <5◦; therefore, the analysis of land cover types did not suffer from such interference,
that is, the slope variable was controlled. Land cover types were divided into nine main
categories according to their classification rules, however since our site selection is mainly
focused on cropland and artificial surface, we only listed these two land cover types and
their respective numbers of GPS ground control points (Table 4). When analyzing the
impact of land cover type on vertical accuracy, we directly integrated identical land cover
types from each research area into one group for further analysis, as detailed in Section 2.5.
We only investigated the influence of land cover type on the accuracy of AW3D30, SRTM,
and TanDEM-X, and this was carried out after elucidating that the slope aspect has a
significant impact on ASTER, but not on the other three DEMs, and can be considered as a
novel analysis method.

Table 4. Classification of land cover types in this study.

Land Cover Type Cropland Artificial Surface

Land cover class 1 6
Number of points 155 171

Due to the extensive spatial range of the sampling points used across China in this
study, the latitude and longitude spans of these study areas were large. Therefore, to control
the variables, we also only investigated the variation in vertical accuracies of AW3D30,
SRTM, and TanDEM-X considering the differences in latitude and longitude. To this end, all
study areas were classified according to the same latitude and longitude (Table 1); thereafter,
changes in RMSE were analyzed.

In order to further expand the analysis of the interesting point of longitude and
latitude changes, we also selected more reference points in the 16 study areas at an interval
of 0.1◦ and controlled the variables more strictly. Taking the elevation value of the most
accurate TanDEM-X 90 m as the reference value, we analyzed the impact of different
latitudes along the same longitude on AW3D30 and SRTM, as well as the impact of different
longitudes along the same latitude on these two DEMs.

3. Results
3.1. Descriptive Statistics of Overall Vertical Accuracy

Across all study areas, it can be seen from Table 5 that the four global DEMs generally
exhibited positive ME values, among which AW3D30 and SRTM were the most obvious,
with high proportions of positive ME values. TanDEM-X had a positive ME ratio that
was slightly above negative, whereas ASTER had a negative ME ratio that was slightly
above positive. Compared with the reference model, all the global DEMs generally over-
estimated elevation; however, ASTER tended to underestimate it. TanDEM-X exhibited
the highest and most stable vertical accuracy for all study areas, based on ME and RMSE,
and its maximum RMSE (3.540 m) was obtained over the Ganzhou study area, while its
minimum RMSE (0.889 m) was obtained over the Chengdu study area. AW3D30 and
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SRTM also performed well, and their maximum RMSE values were 5.051 and 4.894 m,
respectively, with both being obtained in the Wuhan study area. Their minimum RMSE
values, meanwhile, were 1.0941 m over the Chengdu study area and 1.059 m over the
Zhangye study area, respectively. ASTER had the worst performance, though it obtained a
similar vertical accuracy to the other DEMS over the Zhanjiang and Chengdu study areas.
ASTER’s maximum RMSE was 19.367 m, over the Weinan study area, while its minimum
RMSE was 2.710 m, over the Zhanjiang study area. Regarding STD, LE90, LE95, MAD, and
MED, TanDEM-X 90 m exhibited good stability, followed by SRTM and AW3D30, whereas
ASTER performed worst.

Table 5. Error measurements of the four global DEMs across the 16 study areas. Error terms include:
mean error, ME; root mean square error, RMSE; standard deviation, STD; confidence levels at 90%
and 95%, LE90 and LE95; median error, MED; median absolute deviation, MAD. The above units are
in meters.

Study Area Global
DEM ME RMSE STD LE90 LE95 MED MAD

Fangshan

AW3D30 2.028 2.306 1.130 1.388 1.400 2.113 0.619
ASTER −4.305 6.249 4.661 3.891 10.213 6.059 1.680
SRTM 1.064 3.136 3.036 1.999 3.027 2.333 0.954

TanDEM-X 0.524 1.663 1.624 1.200 1.272 1.131 0.420

Beichen

AW3D30 0.085 1.621 1.645 1.478 3.144 0.830 0.575
ASTER 4.789 5.473 2.693 2.565 6.856 4.929 1.740
SRTM 0.952 1.774 1.521 1.967 2.491 1.201 0.527

TanDEM-X 0.042 1.257 1.277 1.186 1.721 0.817 0.397

Weinan

AW3D30 −2.093 2.749 1.838 1.088 2.509 2.616 1.022
ASTER −16.840 19.366 9.859 9.882 10.288 16.682 5.705
SRTM −3.459 3.847 1.733 1.645 1.688 4.091 0.625

TanDEM-X −0.450 1.516 1.493 0.692 2.943 0.758 0.302

Zhangye

AW3D30 −0.563 1.676 1.631 0.588 0.830 1.187 0.834
ASTER −6.718 9.155 6.423 1.636 8.495 8.939 2.613
SRTM −0.040 1.059 1.093 1.408 1.495 0.621 0.509

TanDEM-X −1.829 1.994 0.820 0.515 1.494 2.040 0.306

Yantai1

AW3D30 −1.554 2.134 1.508 1.521 1.649 1.263 1.010
ASTER −6.245 7.418 4.509 3.595 8.718 6.586 2.886
SRTM −1.107 1.786 1.445 2.010 2.269 1.514 0.592

TanDEM-X 0.333 1.979 2.011 0.936 4.598 0.656 0.499

Yantai2

AW3D30 0.244 1.788 1.823 1.725 1.980 1.055 0.552
ASTER −6.264 9.564 7.436 10.116 10.168 8.040 4.162
SRTM 0.298 2.711 2.773 2.387 3.081 2.142 1.185

TanDEM-X 0.924 2.460 2.346 1.687 4.430 1.072 0.442

Pudong

AW3D30 1.127 1.993 1.665 1.766 3.023 1.611 0.607
ASTER 5.684 6.296 2.689 2.868 3.393 5.832 1.260
SRTM 1.532 2.908 2.504 2.412 4.452 2.081 0.844

TanDEM-X 1.123 1.714 1.311 1.264 1.768 1.065 0.662

Nanjing

AW3D30 1.168 2.015 1.696 1.223 1.613 1.551 0.642
ASTER 4.629 5.493 3.055 3.952 4.502 3.817 2.490
SRTM −0.969 2.710 2.614 2.752 2.974 1.773 0.935

TanDEM-X −0.163 0.935 2.137 1.620 2.608 0.825 0.622

Zhengzhou

AW3D30 0.939 1.334 0.973 1.225 1.228 1.102 0.310
ASTER −8.507 9.484 4.300 4.438 6.140 8.598 2.506
SRTM 0.423 1.654 1.640 1.452 2.437 0.911 0.864

TanDEM-X −0.728 1.523 1.372 0.862 1.059 0.752 0.427
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Table 5. Cont.

Study Area Global
DEM ME RMSE STD LE90 LE95 MED MAD

Hefei

AW3D30 0.760 1.441 1.258 1.010 1.893 0.891 0.635
ASTER −6.156 7.328 4.086 5.002 5.492 6.274 2.393
SRTM −0.031 1.125 1.156 1.011 1.119 0.850 0.181

TanDEM-X −0.821 1.712 1.544 1.413 2.798 1.280 0.798

Wuhan

AW3D30 3.540 5.051 3.723 5.347 5.383 1.545 1.390
ASTER 3.020 7.058 6.576 6.935 10.060 2.719 1.559
SRTM 3.511 4.894 3.514 2.441 4.248 3.993 1.866

TanDEM-X 2.060 3.182 2.499 3.070 3.729 2.272 0.942

Ganzhou

AW3D30 1.117 3.240 3.125 2.676 3.847 2.240 1.185
ASTER −9.319 10.712 5.426 5.038 7.002 9.035 2.206
SRTM 0.399 3.973 4.061 4.431 4.783 2.538 1.650

TanDEM-X 0.575 3.540 3.589 4.247 4.555 1.172 1.047

Chengdu

AW3D30 0.658 1.094 0.898 1.078 1.171 0.659 0.520
ASTER −0.013 3.199 3.287 3.274 3.509 1.858 1.244
SRTM −1.406 2.296 1.865 1.675 1.957 0.759 0.489

TanDEM-X −0.118 0.889 0.905 1.000 1.271 0.458 0.337

Zhanjiang

AW3D30 −2.301 2.656 1.360 0.786 2.298 2.249 0.526
ASTER 1.493 2.710 2.318 2.425 3.157 1.737 1.172
SRTM −0.060 2.455 2.515 1.542 5.696 1.333 0.830

TanDEM-X −0.740 1.434 1.258 1.340 1.501 1.014 0.758

Wenchang

AW3D30 −0.582 2.209 2.193 2.570 3.801 1.461 0.816
ASTER 9.571 12.627 8.475 5.518 12.457 6.725 3.240
SRTM 0.153 3.696 3.799 4.654 6.461 2.905 1.742

TanDEM-X 1.362 2.843 2.568 3.936 4.509 0.690 0.475

Ningbo

AW3D30 1.292 2.841 2.600 1.668 2.705 1.653 1.068
ASTER 7.807 8.799 4.169 5.226 5.292 7.928 2.157
SRTM 1.069 2.485 2.305 2.556 2.985 1.896 1.079

TanDEM-X 0.563 2.207 2.192 2.579 3.055 0.790 0.454

3.2. Aspect and Land Cover

As can be seen from the average error radar plot of the four global DEMs in all study
areas according to the slope aspect grade (Figure 5), the radar plots of AW3D30, SRTM, and
TanDEM-X are very close to the regular octagon, and all of them fluctuated slightly near the
error of 0. The slope aspect had little influence on their vertical accuracy, but it did influence
that of ASTER, and this is consistent with the conclusion of the above overall accuracy
analysis. The ME value of AW3D30 was the largest at W slope aspect, which was 1.068 m,
and the smallest at ES slope aspect, which was −0.014 m. The ME values of other slope
aspects fluctuated between 0 and 1 m. In general, these ME values were very small, and
there was no significant difference between different slope aspects. Similarly, the ME values
of SRTM and TanDEM-X in different slope aspects basically fluctuated between 0 and 1 m.
The difference is that SRTM and TanDEM-X both showed opposite ME values on E, SE,
and S slopes compared to N, NW, and W slopes. The ME values of SRTM were 0.816, 0.791,
and 0.780 m in the N, NW, and W slope aspects, and 0.054, −0.054, and 0.257 m in the E,
SE, and S slope aspects. The ME values of TanDEM-X were 0.773, 1.296, and 0.976 m in the
N, NW, and W slope aspects, and −0.034, −0.060, and −0.459 m in the E, SE, and E slope
aspects. Moreover, both exhibited the highest vertical accuracy on E slopes. Different from
the first three DEMs, the ME value of ASTER fluctuated greatly in different slope aspects,
with the maximum value of −3.172 m in the SE slope aspect and the minimum value of
0.2350 m in the N aspect, and underestimated the elevation value in other slope aspects,
except N and NW.
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The chosen study areas were located over cultivated land, buildings, and artificial
surfaces, so only grades 1 and 6 of the land cover types were analyzed here. Levels 1 and
6 each had little influence on the vertical accuracy of each DEM. It can be seen from Figure 6
that the RMSE values of AW3D30, SRTM, and TanDEM-X were very similar at levels 1 and
6. The RMSE value of AW3D30 was 2.344 and 2.339 m at levels 1 and 6, respectively, that of
SRTM was 2.761 and 2.755 m, respectively, and that of TanDEM-X was 2.039 and 2.031 m,
respectively. The difference of RMSE values of the three DEMs was also small.
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Figure 6. Histograms of RMSE for three DEMs classified by land cover type across all study areas:
AW3D30, SRTM, and TanDEM-X.
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3.3. Effects of Variations in Latitude and Longitude on Vertical Accuracy When Using the Same
Data Source

In Section 3.2, we found that different slope aspects have a certain impact on the
elevation accuracy of ASTER through the radar plots. For conducting a rigorous analysis,
we controlled the variable and did not analyze the impact of longitude and latitude change
on vertical accuracy when using the ASTER model. Regarding the influence of latitude
variations on vertical accuracy (when using the same data source), the RMSE values of
AW3D30, SRTM, and TanDEM-X all changed with latitude. The maximum RMSE value
of AW3D30 was 3.561 m at 30◦N latitude, and the minimum value was 1.420 m at 39◦N
latitude. The maximum RMSE value of SRTM was 3.973 m at 25◦N, and the minimum value
was 1.059 m at 38◦N. The maximum RMSE value of TanDEM-X was 2.843 m at 19◦N, and
the minimum value was 1.520 m at 34◦N. Overall, the vertical accuracy at high latitudes
was slightly higher than that at low latitudes (Figure 7).
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(c) TanDEM-X.

The RMSE values of AW3D30, SRTM, and TanDEM-X also changed with longitude,
but no evident trend was observed. The maximum RMSE values of AW3D30, SRTM, and
TanDEM-X were 4.194, 4.432, and 3.376 m, respectively, and were all observed at 114◦E.
Their vertical accuracies fluctuated within a small range across other locations (Figure 8).
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(c) TanDEM-X.

We conducted Kruskal–Wallis tests for the 16 study areas and on the group of 11 latitudes
and longitudes. It can be seen from the p-value (Table 6) that there are significant differences
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in the 16 study areas’ vertical accuracy and also in the effects of different latitudes and
longitudes on the vertical accuracy of the three DEMs.

Table 6. Kruskal–Wallis test on latitudes and longitudes.

Significance Level
(p-Value) AW3D30 SRTM TanDEM-X

Latitude <0.00099 0.004 <0.00099
Longitude <0.00099 <0.00099 <0.00099

16 study areas <0.00099 <0.00099 <0.00099

In the expansion experiment, we used the scatter points composed of ∆H (the elevation
values of AW3D30 and SRTM minus the elevation value of TanDEM-X, i.e., elevation error)
to draw Figure 9. It can be seen that when analyzing the latitude change along the same
longitude, the error values in higher latitudes are more concentrated at 0, while the elevation
errors in lower latitudes are larger and more dispersed.
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Figure 9. ∆H (elevation error) of AW3D30 and SRTM with respect to latitude and longitude: (a) was
drawn with reference points along 121.5◦E in Ningbo (29◦N), Pudong (31◦N), and Yantai (37◦N),
(b) was drawn with reference points along 113◦E in Ganzhou (25◦N), Wuhan (30◦N), Zhengzhou
(34◦N), and Fangshan (39◦N), (c) was drawn with reference points along 31◦N in Chengdu (103◦E),
Wuhan (114◦E), Hefei (117◦E), Nanjing (118◦E), and Pudong (121◦E), (d) was drawn with reference
points along 39◦N in Zhangye (100◦E), Fangshan (116◦E), and Beichen (117◦E).

4. Discussion
4.1. Summary of Overall Accuracy

The spaceborne mission TanDEM-X successfully acquired and processed an X-band
global DEM from interferometric bistatic SAR data. Released in 2016, TanDEM-X 90 m
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features unprecedented vertical accuracy, which is under 2 m over flat areas at a 90%
confidence level [40], as reflected in this study. TanDEM-X 90 m had the coarsest spatial
resolution of the four DEMs in this study and provided the finest and most stable vertical
accuracy across all study areas in China. AW3D30 and SRTM also exhibited good vertical
accuracy. AW3D30 has demonstrated high accuracy and stable performance in many re-
search tests, making it the best choice for analyzing multiple geographic areas [20,41]. Here,
ASTER exhibited the worst performance across most areas, though its vertical accuracy
was similar to those of the other three DEMs in some study areas. Moreover, its RMSE
value ranged between 5.473 and 19.367 m and exhibited a large difference between its
maximum positive (9.571 m) and minimum negative (−16.840 m) ME values, while the
other indicators of ASTER were all significantly higher in some study areas than those of the
other DEMs. ASTER tended to underestimate elevation values, for in terms of the spatial
distribution of ME, bare land, artificial surfaces, arable land, and sparse vegetation areas
were prone to negative errors, while forest areas were prone to positive errors. TanDEM-X
and SRTM are InSAR products, whereas ASTER GDEM is an optical stereo photogram-
metry product. The poor overall performance of ASTER can be due to its optical image
capture and processing technology. This quality was related to the type and resolution
of the original satellite data, that is, NIR images with a resolution of 15 m. These NIR
images record the thermal radiation of objects on the Earth’s surface. They are represented
by false colors, which can lead to manual distortion during the automatic processing of
stereo pairs [42]. The ASTER GDEM also includes artifacts that may be caused by cloud
cover, mismatches between different scenes, and processing techniques, which are its main
disadvantages [20].

4.2. Aspect and Land Cover

Slope has been found to have the greatest influence on DEM quality. In this study,
slope variables were controlled to allow the effect of the slope aspect on the vertical accuracy
of each DEM to be determined. The slope aspect was found to have small impacts on
AW3D30, SRTM, and TanDEM-X, whereas it had a relatively large impact on ASTER. SRTM
and TanDEM-X exhibited negative errors on E, SE, and S slopes, as opposed to on N, NW,
and W slopes. This is related to the technology used by each model (InSAR) and possibly
to the orbit of Endeavor. When scanned by SAR, this track is perpendicular to the NE–SW
line and is connected to two specific elevation difference elements (front and back slopes).
This indicates that the elevation difference is related to the orientation of the ramp, and
there are varying degrees of elevation difference, depending on the trajectory of this shuttle
over an area.

As different land cover types change and are updated at different speeds, error analysis
results cannot fully reflect the data characteristics of rapidly changing land cover types. The
acquisition times of the reference and DEM data are also important regarding the analysis
results. Artificial surfaces and cultivated land are fast-changing land use types. TanDEM-X
data were released in 2016, and the land cover type data used in this study were released
in 2017 [38]. These two datasets have the shortest time difference, so the TanDEM-X data
will have smaller land cover type errors than those of the other two DEMs. Additionally,
no significant differences were observed in the error generation of DEMs regarding their
vertical accuracies over artificial surfaces and cultivated land.

4.3. Effects of Variations in Latitude and Longitude on the Vertical Accuracy of the Same Data
Source

We observed that the change of latitude or longitude has a statistically significant
impact on the vertical accuracy of DEMs (Figure 8 and Kruskal–Wallis test). In general, the
vertical accuracy in high latitudes was slightly higher than that in low latitudes. As SRTM
and TanDEM-X are InSAR products, a satellite’s orbit has a certain influence on the accuracy
of InSAR-based DEMs, primarily regarding orbit accuracy and baseline estimation [43].
This can also explain why such variations were observed.
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No obvious relationships between vertical accuracy and longitude were observed for
any of the three DEMs. AW3D30, SRTM, and TanDEM-X all exhibited the worst vertical
accuracy at 114◦E (Wuhan, Ganzhou). Analysis of the overall longitude in this study reveals
that this was not closely related to longitude variations, however.

4.4. Limitations of the Study

One of the limitations of this study is that the selected land cover types were relatively
consistent, and there were few variables. Although a large range of GPS field measurements
were conducted in China, most of the study areas were cultivated land, bare land, buildings,
or artificial surfaces. Furthermore, the global DEMs analyzed were actually DSMs. A DEM
describes a terrain’s surface, whereas a DSM either represents a terrain’s surface or the
top part of the surface’s topography, including vegetation canopies, buildings, and other
objects on the terrain’s surface. This study failed to analyze the elevation accuracy of more
land cover types, including forests and vegetation, due to the selection of control points.
Another issue is that the locations used here to study variations in latitude and longitude
were irregularly spaced across China, so it was not possible to control these variables (e.g.,
by studying points with varying latitude but the same longitude). This aspect could be
further improved upon in future research. Finally, attention should be paid to the analysis
of the combined effects of slope and aspect in future studies.

5. Conclusions

This study clearly revealed that the vertical accuracies of global DEMs largely depend
on the particularity of each region. Over China, differences in slope aspect and land cover
type can lead to varying differences in vertical accuracy for DEMs. However, overall, the
slope aspect did not systematically or regularly affect the vertical accuracies of DEMs,
and therefore, it needs to be analyzed in specific areas. In terms of land cover types,
DEMs were less affected or underestimated elevation values over bare land, cultivated
land, and sparsely vegetated areas. Among the four open-source global digital elevation
products analyzed here, TanDEM-X exhibited the highest vertical accuracy, despite having
the lowest resolution. AW3D30 and SRTM also performed well, while ASTER had the
lowest vertical accuracy. In China, TanDEM-X is thus preferable to ASTER GDEM for
studies and experiments that require a high vertical accuracy. This study analyzed for the
first time the vertical accuracy of four open-source global DEMs in several regions of China,
which may help future research based on open-source DEMs in China, and it also provides
a reference for evaluating other types of DEMs.
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